High-density rafts preferentially host the complement activator measles virus F glycoprotein but not the regulators of complement activation.
The fusion (F) protein of measles virus (MeV) activates the alternative pathway of human complement in the presence of both CD46 and CD55 which regulate the complement activation [Devaux, P., Christiansen, D., Plumet, S., Gerlier, D., 2004. Cell surface activation of the alternative complement pathway by the fusion protein of measles virus. J. Gen. Virol. 85, 1665-1673]. The original observation of cold detergent-resistant membranes sedimenting at a higher density than the membrane rafts lead us to analyse the respective distribution of F, CD46 and C55 molecules in what we call heavy rafts (HRs) and in the classical low-density membrane rafts (Rs). Membrane rafts were isolated after cold TX100 solubilization and flotation on a sucrose gradient. The denser fractions collected from the lower part of the gradient could be further separated into a translucent pellet (HR) and a soluble supernatant (S). HR and R were both sensitive to TX100 solubilization after cholesterol depletion and solubilized by octyl-d-glucoside but differed in their lipid and protein composition. A proteomic analysis revealed that the HR fraction was derived from heterogeneous cellular membranes including plasma membrane, early endosomes and rough endoplasmic reticulum. Interestingly, CD55 and CD46 almost exclusively associated with R and S fractions, respectively, while after MeV infection or transient expression, MeV-F distributed almost equally between R, HR and S fractions. However more immature MeV-F(0) than mature MeV-F(1) proteins was associated with the HR fraction whereas this ratio was reverse in R and S fractions. After activation of the alternative pathway of human complement by F expressing cells, both C3b and F protein associated with R, HR and S fractions. When four or five of the five cysteines located in the transmembrane and cytoplasmic tail of F protein were substituted with serine residues, the mutated F distributed almost exclusively in HR fractions and was still efficient in activating the complement. We propose that the partitioning of F, CD46 and CD55 molecules in different membrane microdomains could account for the ability of F to escape complement regulation by the CD55 and CD46 regulators.